Tillington Manor Primary School - Curriculum Intent Statement
Our curriculum reflects the unique context and character of Tillington Manor Primary School and provides the framework for the learning of our children.
Through our curriculum, we aim to develop children’s mastery of the key skills (language development and confidence in reading, writing and mathematics are
particular priorities), broaden children’s understanding of the world in which they live, encourage children to be independent learners and help children to respond
to significant events they have experienced.
Ethos
*Providing a positive and

Continuity of
Learning

*Ensuring
continuity
through remote
systems/blended
learning

Support/Challenge in
Learning

*Responding to need 
adjustments in approach to
increase challenge/provide
support/promote
involvement  catering for
the individual + their
Organisation of Learning
*Making learning relevant - building preferred learning style

from familiar contexts - connecting
to prior learning and experiences
*Sequencing learning in sequential
steps to ensure a progressive
build-up of children's
kn/und/skills
*Helping children use the full
extent of their knowledge to
broaden their understanding
*Project-based learning to inspire
interest
*Key questions to investigate to
develop children's ideas

Key Cross Curricular
Themes
*Diversity and Equality
*Spiritual, Moral, Social, Cultural
understanding
*Safety and well-being
*Health awareness - promoting
mental health and emotional
intelligence

Access to
Learning

productive environment for
learning
*Celebrating achievements
*Promoting values Respect/Tolerance and
Responsibility
(TMPS 'Bee' Rules)

Ethos
for
Learning

Our Curriculum
*Promoting

inclusion and
achievement for all children

*Inspiring interest in learning and
building on talents and aspirations
*Supporting community

Wider
understanding
in Learning
Cultural Capital
*Learning reflects
different cultural
contexts
*Current affairs +
activities to broaden
understanding and
horizons

*Developing motivated,
resourceful, inquisitive and
independent learners - promoting
high standards and progress for all
*Encouraging the skills/attributes
for positive contribution to the
society of the 21st Century

Generating interest

*Children's voice and ideas
inform decisons about learning
*Providing opportunities to
utilise children's ideas and
experiences
*School Council 
planning/organising/monitoring
activities
*Utilising real life experiences
(Visits/Workshops/Residential
activities/Variety of speakers
Themed days)

Focus Areas

National
Curriculum
English/Maths
Science/Technology/
Computing
History/Geography
Art and Music
Sport
Languages
Reigious understanding
PSHE

Core +
Foundation
Elements in
Learning

*Developing reading as a
key tool for learning
expanding experiences of
text and the ability to
use/apply a wider range of
vocabulary
*Securing the mastery of
mathematical skills and the
ability to problem-solve and
reason

EYFS Framework

Communication + Language
Physical development
PSED
Literacy and Mathematics
Understanding the world
Expressive arts and design

Key Skills in Learning
*Communication Speaking/Listening,
Reading + Writing
*Application of Number
*Reasoning/Problemsolving + Thinking skills
*Computing
*Self-assessment
*Group working skills

Focus Areas

*Developing initial

language skills  widening
exposure to language
*Early reading - RWI
*Mathematics  ensuring
confidence in the use of
initial number concepts

